KEYCARD HOLDER

DOOR BELL

1-BUTTON CONTROL PANEL

2-BUTTON CONTROL PANEL

SkyNet 1000 Automation
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The SkyNet 1000 automation system ensures a warm welcome upon your
entry and energy savings when you leaves a room. It is customer experience.

4-BUTTON CONTROL PANEL

TE
TEMPERATURE CONTROL PANEL

SKYNET1000-C

SkyNet 1000

SKYNET1000-EXT

Lighting control
Welcome mood, Entry mood, User defined moods
Air-Conditioner control
Curtain control
Do Not Disturb and Clean Room Request (for hotel use)
Motion detect, occupancy detect and save energy
Support LAN connection
Simple installation
Scalable and flexible
Fully customized and tailor make of buttons graphic & color

SkyNet 1000 is a flexible automation solution
that adapts to the needs of your space.

Hotel
The SkyNet 1000 automation system ensures a warm welcome upon your guest’s
entry and energy savings when your guest leaves a room. It is also perfect for Hotel
Management both saving of energy usage and better customer experience.

Conference room
Make the space more functional by adjusting both natural and
electric light to set just the right light.

High-end retail
Call attention to merchandise by creating a dynamic and
dramatic shopping experience.

Museum
Display artwork in its best light. Protect art from harmful UV rays
by using shades.

Residential
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Stylish design plus intelligent control which fits for highend
residential user.
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SkyNet 1000-MS Management software

It is well configured, user friendly environmental controls can help improving guest
satisfaction, add a bit of a “wow” factor and dramatically reduce energy consumption.
With energy savings and an enhanced customer experience as the goal, it is important to
find the right balance between the two and to find the correct level of control for the
budget.
SkyNet1000 is an advanced networked system which allows total lighting control for the
entire building on a single continuous system. Guest rooms, common areas, corridors,
conference rooms, banquet rooms, site lighting & signage are all par t of the same
system. These are monitored, controlled or adjusted easily by any authorized user from
any computer, using our SkyNet1000-MS graphical software.

